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A new generating function enumerating column-convex polyominoes is defined and deter-
mined. The expression of the generating function which enumerates polyominoes according to
area and number of columns, obtained by Delest (1988), immediately follows as a particular
case. Our method is constructive and clearly explains the rational nature of these functions. In
the last part, another enumerative application of this method is also presented.
1. Introduction
The combinatorial object we are concerned with (column-convex polyomino) is
a classical one and its enumerative study has a rich and successful history. Despite of
this fact we propose here more another approach whose motivation is, mainly,
a theoretical one.
We recall that, in 1964, Klamer [3] has obtained the generating function enumerat-
ing column-convex polyominoes according to area, by using a combinatorial inter-
pretation of a Fredholm integral. In 1988 Delest [1] gave the expression for the
generating function
!(x,y) = I cm.nxmyn,
m~l.n~l
where cm•n represents the number of column-convex of area m and with n columns.
The method used to obtain this result is based on the ideas of Schiitzenberger and
consists of the following main steps:
1. A bijective application is defined between the set of column-convex polyominoes
and an algebraic language V over the alphabet A = {x, b, /}.
2. The non-commutative generating function V of the language V is equated in an
algebraic system.
3. Every letter of A is sent in some rational element ofR [[x, y]] (the algebra of real
commutative power series with variables x and y), suitably chosen. The so defined
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application is then extended to a homomorphism ¢ from R «A» (the algebra of real
non-commutative power series with variables from A) to R [[x, y]].
4. Using ¢, the system obtained at Step 2 is transformed in a commutative one and
is solved with respect to ¢(V).
The output of this algorithm (namely ¢(V)) is exactly the generating function f
Obviously, the result of Delest is more general than that of Klamer though the
method is simpler. Now, we emphasize that our relation (11) contains more information
than the result of Delest (which follows from (11) by particularization), although the
method used is quite elementary. More important than its simplicity seems to be the
explanation that this method provides for the rationality of the generating function f
Our method consists of the following steps:
I'. We define a surjective application from the set of column-convex polyominoes
to an algebraic language C over a finite alphabet O.
2'. As above, let C denote the non-commutative generating function of C. Using
some simple remarks, we obtain an explicit expression of C in terms of a finite number
of operations of sum, product and quasi-inverse, applied to the letters of O.
It is well-known that a language obtained from finite languages by means of finitely
many operations of sum, product and quasi-inverse is a regular one. Moreover, it was
proved by Schiitzenberger that the non-commutative generating function of such
a language is rational. Hence the function C, obtained applying the above two steps, is
a rational one.
From this point, one can continue in various ways to obtain developments and
applications. One of them can be found in [2], where we have used the same
codification for the set of column-convex polyominoes.
In the present paper, we are concerned with the enumerative applications of the
result (Theorem 3.1) obtained after these two steps. The main one is the determination
of the generating function
g(x,Y,z) = L bm.n.pxmynzp,
m ;d. n ;d.p ,,0
where bm•n• p is the number of column-convex polyominoes of area m, with n columns
and p pillars (the notion will be defined later).
To obtain the expression of this function, we have to continue with the following
two steps:
3'. We associate to every letter of 0 a rational function from R [[x, y, z]] and extend
the so defined application to a homomorphism ljJ from R«O» to R[[x,y,z]].
4'. The generating function 9 is exactly ljJ(C), but to obtain a useful form we have to
simplify it (we have used the MAPLE software to do this).
This method avoids any solving of algebraic systems. Moreover, substituting in
C (which is rational) any letter of 0 with a rational function from R [[x, y, z]] we
obtain another rational function. Hence 9 is rational. Obviously,f(x, y) = g(x, y, 1), so
f is rational and setting z = 1 in the expression of g, we reobtain the result of Delest.
Other enumerating applications of (5) are also presented in the last part of this paper.
2. Preliminaries
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We firstly recall some definitions concerning algebraic languages.
If A is a finite set (we shall call it alphabet), we denote by A* the free monoid
generated by A. Any element of A* is named word. We denote by £ the empty word.
A language over A is a subset of A*.
For any language L over A, we denote by L the non-commutative generating function
L= I w,
WEL
which is an element of R«A».
If L 1, L 2 and L 3 are three languages such that L 3 = L 1U L 2 and L 1(lL 2 = 0 then
we have the equality L 3 = L 1 + L 3 (the reciprocal is also true).
The relation L 3 = L l •L 2 means that any word w of L 3 has a unique factorisation
w = u· v with U E L 1 and v E L 2 .
For a language L, we denote by L* the submonoid of A* generated by L. The
relation L* = (1 - L) - 1 holds iff any word of L* can be uniquely represented as
a product of words from L. The language L + is defined as L* - {£}. Its non-
commutative generating function L + equals Lj(l - L).
We give now the definitions that we shall use about polyominoes. Some of them are
well-known and are taken from [1]. Others are strictly related to our method and are
introduced in [2] for the first time.
We call cell an unit square in the cartesian plane whose vertices have integer
coordinates. A polyomino is a finite connected union of cells such that the interior is
also connected. A column of a polyomino is the intersection between the polyomino
and an infinite vertical line of cells.
A polyomino is column-convex if all its columns are connected. We denote by [J} the
set of column-convex polyominoes.
Let P be a column-convex polyomino. We denote by C l , C2 , ... ,C/ the columns of
P, considering from left to right, and by ji the number of cells belonging to column
i(l~i~l)
A bar in P is a non-interrupted line of cells belonging all to some column Ci • A pillar
of P is a bar which is maximal with the property that its entire border, with the
exception of the northern unit edge, is included in the border of P.
Let pi be the polyomino obtained by removing the pillars of P (Pi is also
column-convex). We define an oriented path formed with cells of pi, as follows:
- the initial cell is the bottom cell of the leftmost column of P';
- the final cell is the bottom cell of the rightmost column of pi;
- once having arrived in a cell c which does not belong to the rightmost column of
pi, the path continues with the cell placed south of c. If this cell does not exist, or if it
has already occurred in the path, then the path continues with the cell of pi placed east
of c. If this cell also does not exist, then following c in the path will be the cell placed
north of it (see Fig. 1).
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~ - pillar
D - agregation path
Fig.!.
It can be easily proved that at least one of the three ways to continue the path from
C always exists and that the path so built is simple (no cell occurs twice in the path).
Moreover, this last property ensures that the path is finite.
The above-defined path will be denoted by the sequence (CI, ••• ,Ck) of its cells and
will be called the aggregation path of P.
We now associate to P a word cg(P) = lXI, ... ,IXk over the alphabet 0 = {a,a,e}. In
fact, this word depends only on the aggregation path of P, and it is defined as follows:
- IXI is a(or a) if cell CI is (resp. is not) adjacent to a pillar of P,
- For i ~ 2, IXi is the initial of the English word indicating the direction of moving
from Ci-l to Ci' This letter is over lined iff cell Ci is adjacent to a pillar (see Fig. 1).
Remark 2.1. The code ii has no sense.
Remark 2.2. Each column of P, with the exception of the first one, contains exactly
one cell of type e or ebelonging to the aggregation path.
We shall first determine the language
C = {cg(P); P E &}.
In fact, we shall give the expression of its generating function C = Lwec w.
3. The determination of function C
For the sake of compactness of the expression of C, let us define the following
functions from R «0»:
D3 =e+Dz 'e; D4 =e+e'Dz; Ds=es+;
D6 = es*(s'D3 + s'Dd; D7 = es*(s'Dz + s'D4 );
A = ne+. (1)






0 4 - type
B B B tF
0 CO D CO 0 D
05 - type 06 - type 07- type A - type
no pillar adjacent
Fig. 2.
Remark 3.1. D 1, ... , D 7 and A are rational functions.
These rational functions correspond to languages containing codes of the aggrega-
tion subpaths illustrated in Fig. 2.
For every column-convex polyomino P, we call ascending sequence of cg(P) any of
its subwords which are maximal with the property that they belong to A +. Between
two consecutive ascending sequences of cg(P) there is a subword which we call
intermediate descending sequence. The part of cg(P) which precedes the first ascending
sequence (or the entire cg(P) if no ascending sequences exist) is called initial descending
sequence. We shall denote by Dint (resp. D ini) the language of all possible intermediate
(resp. initial) descending sequences. Due to the maximality of an ascending sequence,
we obviously have the following factorisation for the corresponding generating
functions:
Proposition 3.1. The relation
C=D· .·(A·D· )*'A*Illl tnt
holds.
(2)
To find the expression of C, it suffices to obtain explicit formulas for D ini and Dint.
To do this, we first make some obvious remarks.
Remark 3.2. Both the second and the last cell of an aggregation path are codified
bye or e.
Remark 3.3. Two pillars cannot belong to adjacent columns. Moreover, a pillar does
not occur in a column whose eastern neighbor contains cells marked s or s.
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Remark 3.4. An intermediate descending sequence always starts with e or e.
Proposition 3.2. The following relations hold:
(3)
(4)
Hint: Remarks 3.2-3.4 ensure the complete analysis of all possible cases. Any distinct
type of descending sequence provides a term in the right member of relations (3) or (4).
The expression of C in terms of A, D 1 , ... ,D7 can be now deduced from
Propositions 3.1 and 3.2:
Theorem 3.1. The generating function C verifies the relation:
C = [a + aDz + a(D3 + 1)(Ds + D6 )* D7 + aD 1 (Ds + D6 )* D7 + aD4 ]
x {A+ [(D3 + 1)(Ds + D6 )*D7 + Dz]}*' A*.
Corollary 3.1. The function C is rational.
(5)
It can be noticed that for any WEe, the set {P; cg(P) = w} is infinite. Thus, the
correspondence obtained by means of cg is not injective.
4. Enumerative applications
Firstly, we shall obtain, using only elementary formal calculus, the expression of the
generating function 9 defined in our Introduction.
Some preliminary remarks are useful for our method.
Remark 4.1. Every column of a polyomino P E rr; contains exactly one cell of the
aggregation path codified by a letter belonging to the set {a, a, e, e}, and every column
which contains a pillar has a cell condified by a, eor s.
Remark 4.2. Two polyominoes which have the same code in C may differ by:
- the length of the bars placed in every column above the aggregation path (this
length may be 0);
- the length (~ 1) of every pillar (the number and the position of the pillars is
identical for both polyominoes).
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Based on the above remarks, we define the substitution:
ljJ: 0 --+ R[[x,y, Z]]
as follows:
(1)
ljJ(a) = ljJ(e) = x(l + x + X2 + ... )y = xy(l - X)-l;
12i
(6)
to count (as y) a column Ci which contains a cell c marked a or e and to keep evidence
(as x(l - X)-l) of the areas of c and of the cells placed in Ci above the aggregation
path;
(2)
ljJ(ii) = ljJ(e) = x(l + x + x 2 + ···)(x + x 2 + ... )yz = x2y(1- X)-2 Z; (7)
to count (as y) a column Ci which contains a cell c marked ii or e, to count also (as z)
the pillar placed under c, and to keep evidence (as x2(1 - X)-2) of the areas of c and of
the cells of Ci which do not belong to the aggregation path;
(3)
ljJ(s) = x(1 + x + x 2 + ... )z = x 2 (1 - x)z; (8)
to count the pillar and to record the areas of the cell marked sand of the pillar placed
under it);
(4)
ljJ(s) = ljJ(n) = x (9)
for the area of the cell.
Extending substitutions ljJ to a homomorphism of algebras from R«0» to
R [[x, y, z]], the following relation results as a consequence of Remarks 4.1 and 4.2:
Theorem 4.1. The equality
g(x,y,z) = ljJ(C)
holds.
As a corollary of the above theorem we obtain
(10)
Corollary 4.1. The generating function 9 verifies
xy((l - X)2 + x2y(1 - Z))2
g(x,y,z) = 4 3 2 3 3 2 . (11)(1 - x)((l - x ) - xy(x yz + x yz - x y + x - x - x + 1))
Proof. By performing substitutions (6)-(9) in (2). We obtain a rational function which
is (see Theorem 4.1) exactly g(x, y). To simplify the so obtained expression of, we have
used some MAPLE functions. 0
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As an immediate consequence of this result, we shall reobtain the expression of the
generating function f, defined in our Introduction, which enumerates column-convex
polyominoes according to area and number of columns. Indeed,f(x,y) = g(x,y, 1),
hence we can set z = 1 in relation (11) to obtain the expression of f
Corollary 4.2. Function f verifies the relation:
f(x y) = xy(1 - X)3
, (1 - X)4 - xy(x2y + x 3 - x2 - X + 1) (12)
One can easily see that this form is equivalent to that obtained by Delest
[1, Theorem 3].
The last enumerative application of the Theorem 3.1 that we present in this paper is
the expression of the generating function of column-convex polyominoes with a
convex base.
We say that a column-convex polyomino has convex base if the sequence of heights
of the southmost cells of every column (considering from left to right), can be splitted
in two parts (one of them can be empty), such that the first one is descending and the
second one is ascending.
Remark 4.3. A column-convex polyomino has convex base iff it has at most one
pillar.
Let f2 denote the set of column-convex polyominoes with convex base.
We shall obtain the expression of the generating function
h(x,y) = L cm.nxmyn,
x;.l,y;.l
where Cm•n is the number of column-convex polyominoes with convex base, which
have area m and n columns.
Based on Remark 4.3, we obtain:
Proposition 4.1. The following relation holds:
og
h(x, y) = g(x, y, 0) + oz (x, y, 0). (13)
Proof. Remark 4.3 implies that h(x,y) equals the sum of the first two coefficients
of the expression of h as sum of powers of z. Thus, we have to use the well-known
Taylor's formula. 0
Using relations (11) and (13), it is possible to derive the expression of h(x, y). Instead
of this method, we shall obtain h(x, y) in a combinatorial way.
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We denote by B the set {cg(P); P E 2}. It is a simple remark that any word w (of
length at least two) from B can be uniquely factorized as
w = d'a,
where dE Dini and a E A*. Hence, going down to the level of non-commutative
generating function, we have:
Proposition 4.2. The equality
B = D ini . A* + a
holds.
As a consequence, we obtain the following expression for h.
Corollary 4.3. The generating function h verifies the equality
h x _ xy(t6 + x 3yr)
( ,y) - t(t2 + x2y)(t4 - xyr)'
where we have used the notations: t = (1 - x) and r:= (1 - X)2 + x 2y.
Proof. The definition of morfism l/J implies that
h(x, y) = l/J(B).
(14)
(15)
Hence we have to simplify the expression of l/J(B) obtained using relations (1), (4) and
(6)-(9). The same MAPLE was used to perform this simplification. 0
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